LINN’S

KITCHENS AND BATHS
Remodeled While In Iraq

Colonel Mark Koch USAFR is not the only brave sole in the Koch family,
Mrs. Koch is also brave and resourceful to take on the challenge of a full
kitchen remodel while her husband was deployed for 6 months to Iraq.
Cheri Koch was invigorated and excited about getting the kitchen remodeled and once this work began she even decided to remodel all her bathrooms and laundry room. Colonel Koch is home safely now and enjoying
his beautifully remodeled home and thankful for such a wonderful energetic
wife that worked hard while he was gone to make their dreams a reality.
The Koch’s did some of their preliminary decision making together before Mark had to report to duty, they did some basic price investigations and
compared services and references before deciding to hire Linn’s Prestige
Kitchens and Baths to bring their new kitchen to life. “The Linn’s excellent
reputation for service and their ability to meet our budget made our decision easy” said Cheri Koch.

BEATING HOME CENTER PRICES

After

“Sherrie and Sean made this process fun and
met our budget.”
- Mark and Cheri Koch
Niceville, Florida

Before

“Our new design totally transformed the look and feel of their home, we
help our clients with all their selections and completely handle the whole
remodel project from demolition to clean up ” said designer Sean Clay. The
original kitchen was very confining, Linn’s redesigned the new kitchen to
incorporate a new opening into the family room and created a wonderful
bar and pass thru area, they removed the soffits, added an island and the
cabinetry was raised to the ceiling for added visual height. Beautiful cherry
cabinets, Blue pearl granite counter tops, a buttery cream tile backsplash
and a soft yellow wall color were all chosen to accent Mrs. Koch’s Blue Delft
china she has collected through her years traveling in a military family.
Clients of Linn’s not only get wonderful cabinetry and installation at very
competitive prices but also get the benefit of a wonderful staff to help make
all color, pattern and design decisions to help make the design process fun
and stress free.
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